Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) allows non-invasive exploration of brain structural information, crucial for understanding the human-brain and related neurological and mental diseases; however, present-day diffusion-based tractography approaches are still lacking in accuracy. Improvement efforts included comparison with anatomical or structural connectivity data, the usage of higher quality or complementary data, more sophisticated fiber tracking algorithms and parameters assessment. Despite that, well-known problems such as low sensitivity, dominance of false positives, the accurate reconstruction of long-range connections could not be avoided or minimized. Current methods include several parameters, typically tuned in a heuristic way, with different settings to increase the sensitivity of different pathways, without attenuating the overall problem. We propose a new way to optimize fiber-tracking results by multi-objectives tailored to minimize the current issues. Our optimization approach uses comparison with marmoset fluorescent tracer injection data from the Japan Brain/MINDS project to validate and optimize ex-vivo diffusion weighted MRI (DWI)-based global fiber tracking results of the same subject. The approach includes multiple comparisons at a "higher-than-DWI" resolution standard brain space to evaluate objectives of coverage and passage constraint. The coverage objectives maximize sensitivity while constraining the growth of false positives, promoting the generation of long connections to the projection areas. The passage constraint minimizes the number of fibers crossing hemispheres outside the commissures. We implemented a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) strategy to explore the parameters space and evaluate our multi-objectives through evolution. Evolutionary optimization runs for 10 brain samples in parallel while sharing "champion" settings over samples, encouraging convergence of parameters in a similar locus. We evaluate the generalization capability of the optimized parameters on unseen marmoset test data leading to promising results.
Introduction
Diffusion weighted MRI tractography allows non-invasive imaging of whole-brain structural connectivity based on the tracing of MRI water diffusion molecules. Tractography is well recognized because its current contribution to the understanding of brain organization and functions, network analysis 1, 2 , mental diseases and computational modeling. However, historical issues such as the difficulty in the estimation of fiber orientations in voxels of low spatial resolution, evidence the need of new techniques, like machine learning, to assist in the state-of-the-art algorithms results validation. Relevant tractography issues consist of: 1) Low sensitivity, also known as low true positive (TP) rate. Attempts to improve tractography results explored comparison with neuronal tracer-based connectivity data, despite the high quality of the diffusion tractography data, poor correspondence was observed 3, 4 . 2) Dominance of false positives (FP), also called low specificity. Current methods produce four times more invalid than valid bundles. The dominance of false positives could not be controlled by using higher quality data or latest approaches of local fiber orientation estimations 4, 5 . 3) Performance of tractography methods decrease with increasing spatial distance between connected regions. Thus, reconstruction accuracy, especially for long-distance connections, remains as a challenge 6 . All of this may conduct, unfortunately, to a misleading connectome. To validate and improve the accuracy of the reconstructions, we propose a new method that incorporates 3 main components: a) Tracking Algorithm: Global tractography [7] [8] [9] , which provides whole-brain connectivity without the need of explicitly define seeds regions. This algorithm determines the tractogram that best explains the diffusion image data by optimizing a global objective function. Its optimization is based on a Monte Carlo algorithm that places plenty of widespread particle segments over the 3D image space, while optimizing and assembling them as fibers mimicking the DWI data. It achieved positive qualitative results on phantom data 7 . Its complexity and number of parameters (more than 5) make it a good target for our optimization method. Nevertheless, any other tractography algorithm could take advantage of the work proposed here. b) Tracer data: The national Japan Brain/MINDS project (Brain Mapping by Integrated Neurotechnologies for Disease Studies) 10 is conducting an anterograde tracer study for systematically mapping structural connectivity in the marmoset brain. The project aims to build a multi-scale marmoset brain map and mental disease models. In our work, we make use of the brain imaging data from the Brain/MINDS project. The data comprises neuronal tracer reconstructions from the marmonet pipeline 11 , ex-vivo diffusion MRI data and a population average (standard brain) ex-vivo MRI T2WI volume with isotropic 100 µm voxels, with the Brain/MINDS 3D marmoset atlas 12 mapped to its shape. We compared systematically DWI tractography results with information obtained from fluorescent anterograde tracer injected into the left hemisphere prefrontal cortex of the marmoset brain. Both image modalities, as density maps, are integrated in a standard brain space for tractography parameters evaluation in terms of multiple objectives. c) Optimization: Multi-objective optimization approach, which implements multiple-criteria decision making to problems involving more than one objective function to be optimized simultaneously. It has been used in many fields of science and engineering, where optimal decisions need to be taken in the presence of trade-offs between two or more objectives that may be in conflict 13 , like sensitivity vs. specificity. Our method implements 4 objectives functions targeting issues 1),2) and 3). Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) 14 strategy is implemented to explore parameters space and evaluate our multi-objectives through evolutions.
Here we present a high-throughput computing framework that optimizes diffusion-based connectivity at voxel level of several ex-vivo marmoset brains in parallel, exploring global tracking parameters space with the assistant of a machine learning evolutionary technique. Optimization runs for each brain separately and all the processes are synchronized over the training for sharing champion settings on each iteration. The developed code is made publicly available, thought for server or HPC cluster environment due its computational cost associated to multiple runs of global tractography for several brains, and million of voxels comparisons. As a framework, we believe that our work may significantly improve the performance of brain-wide tractography and contribute to more accurate connectome reconstructions.
Results
To evaluate DWI-based global fiber tracking 7 on marmoset brain data for different parameters, objective functions are computed and compared against neuronal tracer data. Diffusion MRI, tracer 3D image reconstructions and tractography were performed for the same subject brain, as part of the integrated Brain/MINDS data processing. The usage of the same marmoset multi-scale data provides less error-prone mapping and comparisons, and this advantage is exploited by the optimization method proposed in this work. Training and test data sets contains 10 and 6 marmoset brains respectively. First, we explain about the criteria applied for evaluation; next, the process of optimization that integrates this criteria; and then optimization results.
Criteria for evaluation
Depending on the objective, our method implements comparison with tracer data at voxel-level or connectome-level (ROI's parcellation). Objective functions at voxel-level are evaluated in the Brain/MINDS reference image space of 100 × 100 × 200µm 3 resolution. The correlation r rh described below (iii) is the only objective calculated and evaluated at connectome-level. Optimization of global fiber tracking 7 parameters evaluates 4 objective functions grouped in 2 categories: coverage and passage constraint (Fig.1) . Therefore, the fitness function used in the NSGA-II 14 -based multi-objective optimization is a multi-dimensional array of 4 elements.
Coverage objectives
i) The weighted true positive rate at voxel-level
, resulting from the comparison between tracer and fibers density maps. P i is a positive voxel at the 3D tracer image reconstruction weighted by two factors, the voxel fluorescent intensity w i and its distance d i to the center of the injection region, therefore
. This objective is maximized and uses d i and w i to promote long range connections results, with voxels strongly connected to the injection region, respectively. N T P is
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the total number of true positive voxels found in the comparison, and N P the total number of positives voxels in the tracer data.
ii) The ratio = T PR w v FPR v +ε , where FPR v is the false positive rate at voxel-level, and ε the tolerance term calculated empirically and given by ε = 0.006 × µ P µ N , with µ N equal to the average number of true negative T N voxels within individual whole-brain masks for the training data set, and µ P , similarly, the mean number of true positive T P voxels. µ N is a large number. ε provides the minimum acceptable value of FPR v , considering for example, that tractography results would be adequated even if a minimum of 0.6% of the T P are missed and counted as FP. Our optimization used ε = 0.0013. The maximization of this objective drives T PR w v growth, while maintaining FPR v under a reasonable level, contributing to constrain the dominance of FP 5 . We observed cases where small increments of FPR v resulted in the maximization of ii), thus, we added i) cost explicitly to promote ii) in the right direccion.
iii) The Spearman correlation coefficient r rh between tracer and tractography-based connectome matrices for the righthemisphere of the marmoset brain. Hence, this objective function promotes results with long projections from injection sites (left hemisphere) to projection areas (right hemisphere). Global tractography is ran twice with the same parameters, the results are averaged and mapped to the tracer-based connectome matrix 11 of 20 sources × 104 targets parcellation. Both matrices were log normalized.
Passage constraint objective
iv) The penalty = T P out P out . It uses a transverse mask, along the joint area between left and right hemispheres. The mask is binary, its positive component is given by the voxels outside the anatomical commissures such as the corpus callosum and the cerebellum. T P out is equal to the number of positive voxels from fibers crossing the mask outside commissures, and P out the total number of voxels from the positive component of the mask. This objective is targeted for minimization, and supports the non-dominance of FP. Figure 1 . Criteria for evaluation. Global fiber tracking results are mapped to the standard brain space and spatially intersected with the injection site, allowing the extraction of a subset of fibers. The full tractogram is used to compute the Spearman correlation of the target hemisphere r rh and the penalty, while the subset of fibers is used for T PR w v and ratio objectives. True positive voxels are weighted by 2 factors extracted from tracer data, the distance to the injection site center d i and voxel intensity w i .
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Process of multi-objective optimization
The following process is applied to each brain as shown in Fig.2 . For each evolution of the optimization process, coverage and passage constraint objectives i), ii), iii) and iv) are integrated as 4D-fitness values within NSGA-II 14 14 . Tournament selects with repetition an offspring of 8 individuals. We choose to invalidate the fitness of the offspring and directly perform crossover and mutation. Crossover picks individuals at even positions of the offspring array and pairs them to odd positioned individuals. It uses simulated binary crossover 15 which is applied to each pair with probability cxp = 0.2 of mating two individuals. Mutation is applied to all individuals within the offspring using a polynomial approach 15 . The offspring fitness values are calculated. Then, from the joint set of parents and offspring, the next generation of size 8 is selected based on fitness values and spread 14 . In addition, the best individual is selected from the joint set as the local "champion". Champions are shared among brains to promote the convergence of parameters in a similar locus. A process barrier is used as synchronization step to allow n = 10 training brains to receive (n − 1) = 9 champions. Once all champions are shared, the process barrier is set to "OFF" and the process continue. From next generation set, the 3 most dominant individuals are selected by tournament 14 and added to the champions set. Crossover with cxp = 1 is applied on the extended champions set, by mating even with odd positioned individuals, same as the last mating step. We process the fitness values for the original and mated champions and a final selection of the best 8 individuals from the total set "next generation + original champions + mated champions" upgrades the next generation set M. In like manner, the process continues for the next evolutions. Most dominant elements (selection 3) are taken from next generation and mixed with champions by crossover operation. After obtaining objective values for mated elements and original champions, the next generation is upgraded by selecting the best elements from the joint set "next generation + original champions + mated champions" and sent as parent for the next evolution. A MOO runs for each brain of the training data set (top-right sub-figure), sharing the i-iteration champion to all MOO-processes (black arrows) and receiving their champions as well (red arrows, bottom-right sub-figure).
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Initially, the process explored widely several parameters values, and after some iterations, it gradually exposed a bifurcation of the inspection (Fig.3a) . Most of the parameters roughly followed 2 exploration paths. In order to decide which path leads to the objectives advancement, we compared against objectives values. (Fig.3a) , reaching E = 33 evolutions. Because the optimization calculates fitness values 2 times for each evolution (3 times for the initial one, see Fig.2 ), the total number of iterations for each brain was E * = 33 × 2 + 1. Every run of global tracking takes around 1 to 3 hours for the first iterations, however, fiber density increases gradually while improving the parameters, then every run becomes computationally expensive, sometimes in the order of 10 or 20 hours. Before objective functions evaluation, we compared, qualitatively, results by overlap with tracer data for the default and optimized parameters (Fig.4) . No optimized settings (Fig.4b ) generated sparse results, characterized by few and short fibers incoming nor outgoing the injection region. On the other hand, optimized parameters tractography (Fig.4c) presented an expanded overlap with tracer signal, characterized by higher sensitivity results, longer fibers connecting not only the injection point to neighboring high-tracer concentration regions, but extended to the right-hemisphere projection areas and to distant areas within the same hemisphere. Ratio and penalty objective functions allowed to control the volatile growth of FP providing qualitatively plausible results.
Objectives evaluation
Upon convergence, for facilitating objectives evaluation, we visualize them on the ratio-penalty 2D-plane, which provides a suitable spread over the explored space. Higher values of T PR w v and r rh are located in the medium-high penalty and medium ratio space (Fig.5a, 5b ). Since we are interested in maximum values of the ratio, T PR w v and r rh , while keeping low the penalty, . This allows to constrain the exploration intervals towards better objectives value spaces.
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we expect optimized tractography results at the region of balance between the 4 objectives, thus low-medium penalty and medium-high ratio region (Fig.5) Fig.5c) ; and considering the whole data set as d abs (absolute d, Fig.5d ). Low (best) values of d rel are located at medium-high ratio and medium penalty, and sparsely distributed (Fig.5c ) due to heterogeneity of the training data set. High d rel corresponds, mainly, to default parameters tractography results (low ratio and low penalty region). Best values of d abs (Fig.5d) Fig.6 compares objectives mean and standard deviation for the selected optimized and default results. In average, 3 objectives improved and 1 slightly declined from its default value. The ratio improved from 1.534 ± 0.93 to 10.376 ± 3.286, T PR w v from 0.003 ± 0.002 to 0.047 ± 0.021 and r rh from 0.461 ± 0.069 to 0.646 ± 0.036. Penalty shows a displacement from 0.024 ± 0.007 to 0.081 ± 0.013 meaning few more fibers crossing hemispheres outside the commissures, however, considering that the maximum observed penalty is about 0.18, the obtained mean penalty is an acceptable value. Overall results show that our optimization method improved d rel from 134.504 ± 6.818 to 77.268 ± 13.927. To generalize the best found parameters for marmoset, we selected the top-1 best d rel -based setting and computed the mean and standard deviation across the training data set ( Table 1 , and Fig.3a) . Table 1 . Optimized parameters for global tracking on marmoset brain data, generalized over several subjects. 
Optimized parameters
parameter mean ± std width 0.07 ± 0.001 length 0.461 ± 0.042 weight 0.038 ± 0.021 chemPot 0.088 ± 0.025 connlike 0.803 ± 0.178
ROC evaluation
Additionally, a T PR-FPR ROC evaluation compares tractography-based connection matrices to the marmonet 11 neuronal tracer connection matrix onto the 752 ROI's parcellation of the Brain/MINDS atlas. The tracer matrix contains connections from 20 injection points at the pre-frontal cortex to the rest of the brain. Tractography-based matrices were created by MRtrix3 16 . Both matrices are mapped, log-transformed and normalized. A low threshold is applied for binarization. Considering the tracer as ground-truth, we calculated T PR and FPR at ROI's-level, and computed the matrices Spearman correlation coefficient r (Fig.7) . desirable but incompatible features (T PR and FPR). We noticed that small increments in weight and chemPot from the reported generic mean values (Table 1) 
Results on unseen data
Generalization capability of the optimized parameters is evaluated on 6 unseen marmoset brains. We run tractography 4 times using the default settings, and in like manner for the optimized parameters. In the latter case, each value is drawn from a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation as described in Table 1 . Results show improvement for 3 objectives functions, for all the brains. The ratio improved in average from 0.033 ± 0.073 to 3.338 ± 1.927, T PR w v from 0.0 ± 0.0 to 0.008 ± 0.006 and r rh from 0.324 ± 0.131 to 0.605 ± 0.041. As expected, penalty exposes a degradation from 0.016 ± 0.007 to 0.075 ± 0.006, however, the optimized value is lower than the observed at the training data set. Furthermore, we compared performance between the training and test data sets (Fig.8) . Penalty and r rh show similar values for both cases, while ratio and T PR w v expose some differences, probably due to the low T PR w v obtained by the optimized parameters on the test data set. Despite that, objective functions improved from their default results for both cases, providing a validation of the generic settings.
Other performance metrics
In addition, we evaluated the optimization process by monitoring full-tractogram mean fibers number and length (Fig.9a) . Both metrics increase from their default values of 9000 fibers and 8mm length, to the optimized values of about 240000 fibers and 17 ∼ 19mm length. Higher fibers density helps to increase sensitivity in the comparisons with tracer data, while longer fibers promote distant connections between source-target pairs. However, density rising must be constrained. Fig.9a shows a significant improvement of the metrics from the 20 th evolution, time at which, exploration intervals were constrained towards higher quality objectives values. Supplementary, DWI-based global fiber tracking results were mapped as connection matrices of 20 sources (injection points) by 104 targets parcellation for the default and optimized settings (Fig.9b) . Matrices show, qualitatively, a transition from default sparse results to optimized denser and distant connections, improving the connectivity to projection areas (right-hemisphere, matrices first half). Optimized DWI tractography can complement the sparse structural network obtained from tracer injections, the latter not shown in this work but planned to be released in the short-medium term by Brain/MINDS.
Methods
Fluorescent tracer data
3D tracer segmentation images (Fig.4a, Fig.2 (training data set) ) are generated by marmonet 11 . Marmonet is the Brain/MINDS 10 AI-driven pipeline for automated segmentation of tracer signal, it incorporates state-of-the-art machine learning techniques based on artificial convolutional neural networks 17 and a robust image registration. Raw images correspond to anterograde tracer, a fluorescent protein-based virus that tracks axons from the injection region cells to their point of termination. Images are taken by a two-photon microscope, TissueCyte 1000 or TissueCyte 1100. Initially, they show several patterns, shapes, contrasts and intensities; after marmonet pre-processing, image stitching and segmentation, high contrast results of the injection region and its center, the corresponding cell bodies and the axon tracers are obtained. Segmentation results include voxels intensity weighting from the raw tracer signal. Axons density and strength of connections between injection and target regions are correlated with voxels intensity, being the latter an assumption based on images observation. All processed images are mapped from their 1.34 × 1.34 × 50µm 3 resolution to the Brain/MINDS reference image space 12 of 100 × 100 × 200µm 3 resolution. Tracer injection regions and their centers as 3D reconstructions were used in our optimization as well.
Diffusion MRI
Ex-vivo marmoset experiments and procedures were conducted under the approval of the RIKEN CBS ethics committee. Marmosets were perfusion fixed and the cranial brains were extracted. The brain was immersed in PFA reagent for 2-3 days and then replaced with PBS reagent. MRI imaging was performed on brains immersed in fluorinert liquid. A 9.4 Tesla small-animal MR scanner was used, controlled by Bruker's system paravision 6.0.1. Volume coil contained an inner diameter of 28mm. Diffusion imaging was accomplished using a spin-echo diffusion weighted echo-planar imaging sequence with repetition time T R = 4000ms, echo time T E = 21.8ms, and b-value = 5000s/mm 2 . The acquisition matrix was 190 × 190 × 105 over a 38 × 38 × 21mm 3 field-of-view (FOV), resulting in a native isotropic image resolution of 200µm. The diffusion sampling protocol included 128 unique diffusion directions and 2 non-diffusion-weighted (b0) measurements (The first b0 image was removed because it usually contains noise). Total acquisition time was 2 hours 40 minutes per sample.
Pre-processing
Diffusion-weighted image (DWI) data, bvec and bval files and individual whole-brain masks were acquired from the Brain/MINDS DWI-pipeline. DWI was denoised using MRtrix3 16 in 3 steps. First we applied dwidenoise, which exploits data redundancy in PCA domain using random matrix theory 18, 19 ; secondly mrdegibbs removed Gibbs ringing artefacts by local subvoxel-shifts 20 ; finally, a mask filter is applied on the whole-brain mask eroding 2 voxels to remove noise at the boundaries and constrain fibers abnormal growth during global tracking. Injection region masks 11 were dilated 2 voxels to improve detection of fibers contacting them, as support against potential bias in the registration nor injection regions detection. For registration tasks we used b0 images and advanced normalization tools ANTs 21 .
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Connectome data
Comparisons at connectome-level used a preliminar tracer-based structural connectivity matrix from marmonet. It integrates tracer data of several marmoset brains, into a connectome of 20 injection regions by two different parcellations of the projection targets given by the Brain/MINDS atlas. The levels of granularity used were 104 and 752 ROI's. Tractography-based matrices were created for each global tracking result using MRtrix3 16 . After mapping the fibers to the standard brain-space, the connectome is built by assigning each streamline to all ROIs it intersects. The resulting matrix is mapped to the 20 sources injection regions and both, tracer and fiber-based matrices, are log-transformed and normalized. Tracer connectome is unidirectional, from the left hemisphere (injection points) to the right hemisphere (targets), however, in order to compare against tractography, we assumed that regions are connected independently of the tracer direccionality. Brain/MINDS marmoset connectivity map is an on-going effort. At the time of this report, first results correspond to injections at the left pre-frontal cortex of the marmoset. 
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Density maps Evolutionary optimization requires tracer and fibers density maps comparison at the standard brain space (Fig.1) . Fibers density map is built for each individual (a particular parameters setting). First, duplicated global tracking results are transferred from DWI space to the standard brain space by normalization mapping (tcknormalise from MRtrix3 16 ). In that latter space, tractograms are intersected with the corresponding tracer injection region using tckedit 16 . The sub-set of fibers in contact with the injection region, as well as the complete set of fibers, are converted to density maps by tckmap 16 , and averaged over the duplicated tractography runs. The sub-set of fibers density map is compared in 3D space at voxel-level with the tracer signal reconstruction, so T PR w v , FPR v and the ratio can be obtained. Similarly, the penalty is measured by the intersection of the transverse mask with the full set of fibers density map.
Voxels weighting
Each voxel of T PR w v is weigthed by 2 factors obtained from tracer data, the distance d i and intensity w i (Fig.1) . The center of the injection region is composed by few voxels, a refinement to a unique voxel is performed by summing up all x, y and z-coordinates and dividing each sum by the corresponding number of voxels, giving as result a unique 3D position. The updated center is used to calculate the distances d i from all T P voxels, to the injection center. Distances d i are normalized by the maximum observed distance. Raw tracer 3D image provides voxels intensity w i , associated to the connection strength from the injection site to the projection areas 11 . Similarly, w i is normalized by the maximum observed intensity.
Global tractography and parameters selection
Diffusion-based tractography was performed using Freiburg Fibertools which implements global tracking algorithm from 7 . This method provides whole-brain connectivity configuration that most optimally fits the acquired data [7] [8] [9] . The optimization applied is such that each particle (also called a segment) tries to mimic the DWI data, promoting their closeness to the measurement in anisotropic areas (e.g. the white matter), and infers information in ambiguous isotropic areas (e.g. gray matter) using neighboring anisotropic areas. We selected this algorithm due its documented best performance in terms of position, tangent directions and curvature of the reconstructed fibers in a phantom data at the DMFC-fiberCup at MICCAI'2009. However, it needs optimization for particular anatomies or species. Nevertheless, the proposed multi-objective optimization method can be applied to any other tractography algorithm. Global tracking does not use any pre-defined seed(s), allowing almost no human intervention. Fibers are built with small line segments that form chains during the tractography optimization, and their number and orientation are adjusted to match the data obtained by high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI). From the set of segments and their connections a predicted MR-signal is computed. The connection behavior between segments is controlled by an internal energy, from where two parameters were selected as relevant for our optimization. The length of the fiber segments and the likeliness that two segments link together connlike (also known as connection potential). An external energy measures the difference between the current and the predicted diffusion-weighted HARDI signals. From the external energy we designated the weight contribution and the width of the prototype-signal of each segment as important parameters. In addition, two more parameters were considered, the chemPot2 (cost of adding a particle) and chemPot1 (similar to chemPot2, also known as the particle potential, which regulates the number and distribution of particles). To test the significance of the selected parameters, we pre-evaluated them in terms of fibers number and length variability caused by a single parameter change, while keeping others fixed at their default values (Fig.10) . Weight, width, length and connlike parameters produced changes in fiber density and length. However, for chemPot2 and chemPot1 cases, changes of the parameters value produced almost no effect on fibers density and length, practically unnoticeable for the latter case. Therefore, we selected for optimization the first 4 parameters and chemPot2 (renamed as chemPot).
Implementation and code availability
The method reported here was implemented on a cluster HPC computer. We ran separated jobs for each brain, synchronized by a master job, in order to share champions settings before the dispatch of next generation jobs. The code is publicly available on github (link will be added at the time of the submission).
Discussion
Real problems involve more than one objective, like diffusion weighted MRI-based fiber tracking, where an integral solution to several known issues is needed to advance this historic and presently promising structural mapping technique. We humbly suggest to extend research's focus on the development of suitable costs, constrains or objectives functions, combining several data sources, neurologists and neuroscientists knowledge and machine learning methods, to help finding better solutions. Our work shows a seed of what an integral framework could be, not only for exploring parameters that best fit potential solutions, but for analyzing new approaches, for example, at the level of estimation of fibers orientation within low resolution voxels. On this topic, interesting techniques were recently explored, such as improving signal-to-noise of the target subject DWI data by adding information from other subjects DWI data 22 , or integrating micro-scale axonal orientation information from myelin stain data to improve reconstructions accuracy 23 . Depending on data availability, these methods could be easily integrated into a multi-objective optimization framework, like the one proposed here. Data availability and sharing are crucial, that is why projects like Japan Brain/MINDS 10 , among several others, are so relevant. Since our work tries to attack the fiber tracking reconstruction problem as a whole, single objectives do not present a relevant strategy for our aim, for example, in Fig.5a results with highest sensitivity are desirable, however they come accompanied by a considerable number of unrealistic structures (high penalty); on the other hand, realistic reconstructed fibers decrease with high specificity results (low ratio and penalty). Nevertheless, we originally started this effort by optimization tests on a single objective function. It was given by a 2 terms expression
) 2 , where the second term is the normalized sum of distances from T P voxels to the center of mass of the injection region, similar to T PR w v but using only d i as weighting factor. Both terms were calculated at voxel-level by comparison of fibers density maps against tracer signal. C is the 2D distance to the ideal ROC coordinate where FPR v = 0 and T PR w v = 1. An evolutionary algorithm called co-variance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) 24, 25 was implemented, CMA-ES first generations created populations of parameter values with high variance for exploratory purposes, after some time, we reduced the variance manually for fine tuned explorations. Over generations of CMA-ES, C decreased while T PR w v and FPR v increased, reaching values close to 0.7 and 0.4 respectively. However, qualitative results were deficient, the single objective optimization produced tractograms characterized by a huge density of fibers, dominance of unreal reconstructions, plenty of fibers crossing hemispheres outside the commissures. Despite obtaining a high T PR and Pearson correlation coefficient, results were misleading. We tested adding different weight factors to both terms of C 2 , resulting in similar outputs. Besides that, optimization led parameters convergence to different values per brain for all the tests. Thus, our approach provides a straightforward multiple-problems resolution framework, where 4 objective functions were defined, 3 of them used direct comparisons with available tracer data in a high resolution space, while the resting one used anatomical constraints at the level of the commissures. They were specifically designed to mitigate 3 current fiber-tracking issues: low sensitivity, dominance of false positives and lack of long-range connections. The reported optimization performance shows
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improvement in objectives T PR w v , ratio and r rh , and an attenuation of the penalty, for 16 marmoset brains, 10 corresponding to training and 6 to the test data sets. Optimal parameters were identified for each brain and generalized for the whole set. Better objectives functions might exist, so we encourage the search of more efficient objectives within a multi-objective framework. For example, we performed a T PR-FPR ROC evaluation onto 752 ROIs parcellation connection matrices, which could be added as an objective function(s), considering different threshold values for binary matrices comparisons. A special feature of our method is that objectives include some redundancy; they do not mitigate each problem separately but with some overlap. For example, ratio and penalty support holding down the unstable growth of false positives; T PR w v and ratio they both promote high sensitivity results; furthermore, r rh (correlation in the projection areas) and T PR w v (which includes source-target distance weighting factor), jointly helped to create longer connections. Additionally, the question that arises is how to choose an optimal solution. In our method, optimal solutions were selected by quantifying the trade-offs using the normalized Euclidean distance to the best observed objective value. Distances to the so-called ideal point were misleading due to the heterogeneous nature of multi-objectives, the different measurement units, and mostly because the ideal point of some objectives is located much more farther than others, so optimization may improve some objectives faster than others. Therefore, we choose to normalize distances against the best observed value. Some strategies might be needed to better monitor heterogeneous objectives evolution, for example halt some objectives for a few time while prioritizing others, at the same time, process termination or convergence criteria must be well thought. Nevertheless, optimal decision will depend mainly on the subjective preference or point of view of the decision maker. Comparisons with tracer data were, mostly, at voxel level. This was enhanced by the usage of the same marmoset subject multi-scale data. Brain/MINDS tracer database still small, covering only pre-frontal cortex areas, which might have introduced some bias in the results towards the seen "ground-truth". Although the tracer used does not cover all cortical regions, we were able to implement a process of validation/optimization which can be replicated, not only for different fiber tracking algorithms, but straightforward when having more populated databases. We presented an optimization method that runs not only seeking the conventional goal of higher mapping to ground truth, but aiming to control related issues by imposing complementary goals. Reliable parameters were found for a certain fiber-tracking algorithm and generalized for a population of marmoset brains. Generalization of parameters was possible by implementing parallel optimization processes sharing the best parameters over iterations. Our implementation code is made available to the scientific community for helping to improve fiber-tracking accuracy. DWI tractography best results can complement the sparse structural connectivity obtained from tracer injections, improve connection quantification between source and target areas, and provide a reliable non-destructive 3D brain-wide connectivity mapping method.
